
Excitement Alert—Thomas Jack on Board a
luxury yacht in Cabo.
The sizzling Australian musician booked
our luxury charter on his birthday!
Cabo yacht world along with Luxury
yacht Cabo provided the charter service.

CABO SAN LUCAS, BAJA CALIFORNIA
SUR, MEXICO, May 28, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Thomas Jack is a
well-known name for the music-lovers. A
Little Bit about Thomas Jack
For those of you who have never heard
of Thomas Jack, he is a producer and a
DJ who coined the term “tropical house”
for his thoroughly enjoyable, summery
dance tracks. Although he used that term
as a joke, the name stuck, and
international producers like Klingande
and Kygo soon associated with the
subgenre.  
Thomas Jack draws inspiration from
acoustic rock, deep house and jam
bands, and uses live instruments like
flute, piano, guitar and saxophone to
create a beautiful blend of soothing,
uplifting notes. His tracks often feature
some samples of speeches. Symphony
and Final Speech are the soundtracks
that popularized him in the EDM world.
While you’re here, do check out Rivers. It
is just the perfect song to enjoy while
traveling. Give it a try and we’re sure you’ll love the laid-back tunes and will soon be humming along!  
Jack has toured around the world so much that he refers to himself as “homeless”. He’s friendly and
can get along with anyone, everywhere! That’s a fact we can testify, as we’ve had a first-hand

Enjoy every moment now,
because life doesn't last
forever.
”
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experience traveling with him on our luxury yacht in Cabo! 

Our 90 ft Horizon was Perfect for the Birthday Bash!
The DJ had the 90 ft Horizon booked for his birthday and it
was the best choice for a ride in style! The yacht is designed
and perfected by the manufacturers who’ve had decades of
experience in ensuring quality in every single aspect of the
yachts. From the deluxe bedrooms to the soft contours of the
lounge space, every space guarantees the highest level of

luxury you can imagine. The captain and the crew enjoyed providing a great service to the music-
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lover and had fun hanging around with
him, navigating through the mesmerizing
azure waters on a sunny day. There is
really no substitute to the sights and of
nature—watching the sun dip down into
the horizon, the orange glow illuminating
the crystal waves underneath, the cool
breeze whipping through the hair and the
waves crashing and frothing at the bow
of the yacht—it’s certainly something to
experience in a lifetime. 
On the 90 ft Horizon, it is much easier to
enjoy the sail on water as well as the
gorgeous views. You can either enjoy it
on an open deck, or gaze at the view
outside through the panoramic roof,
lounging inside the spacious cabins. It’s
perfect for someone who loves to enjoy a little adventure with nature. No wonder Thomas Jack chose
this yacht for his birthday bash! We thank him for choosing our services! 
You Can Make the Most of Your Special Day, Too!
With us, you can enjoy a luxurious ride on the special day that you want to spend pampering yourself,
enjoying with family or friends. We offer both luxury and comfort to make sure that you get your
money’s worth. No matter if you are celebrating a birthday, an anniversary, an engagement or even a
wedding; we have a fleet of yachts in all sizes to meet your needs. We offer amenities par
excellence—we provide what you need, expect, and more! We are the leaders in the industry for
providing customers the opportunity of relaxing in well-maintained luxury yachts, and having a crew
that provides them the most memorable service and allows them to make amazing memories on
board.
If you are wondering what you can get by hiring us Cabo Yacht World for your luxury yacht services,
have a look!
Take Your Pick from the Wide Range of Luxury Yacht Charters in Cabo San Lucas,
We have a fleet of beautiful luxury charters which you can choose from. From the streamlined 55 ft
Azimut to host ten people to the massive 110 foot Luxury yacht for up to 20 people, you have a wide
range of choice in both size and style. Our fleet is maintained by a team of professionals who make
certain that the yachts are in top shape at all times. Take your pick! All of them are in their prime
condition! 
Rest in Royal Bedrooms
After the day of fun and frolics is over, the deluxe bedrooms guarantee that you get plenty of rest in
the coziest, fluffiest beds that you wouldn’t want to get out from. The furniture and furnishings are
chosen carefully to balance aesthetics, functionality and comfort. 

Scrumptious Food
The delectable food prepared by gourmet chefs will satisfy even the connoisseurs of food. The menu
includes food in a variety of categories. From Italian to Chinese, Continental to Mexican, you can find
your favorite dish among the many and our chef will prepare it for you.
Get in On Some Sea Action with Wave Runners
If you don’t mind a little adventure, you can use our wave runners to take a ride on the waves, maybe
have a race with friends! The thrill of running over the water is not one to take easily.
Spacious Decks
The decks are perfect for lounging and getting some sun. Put on some sunscreen, play the music on
high, and lie down to relax. You can also have our professional masseuse to loosen up your tense
muscles and get you relaxed in no time at all.
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Professional Photography and Videography to Save the Moments of Your Special Day
Finally, if, like Thomas Jack, you want to spend your birthday or any other special event in a luxury
cruise, our professional photographers and videographers will save your best moments that you can
review and smile over in the years to come.
Choose one of our fleets for the occasion that you want and create the best memories off-shore. We
can assure you that you won’t regret your decision one bit!
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